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Rijk Zwaan invests
in Asia
Dutch seed developer Rijk Zwaan is
expanding its network in Asia as demand
for its products increases in the region
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Elsewhere in South-East Asia, as the
modern retail sector expands, farmers are
being required to switch to growing topspec products with particular traits suited
to sale in stores and processing, rather than

Examples are Salanova (a one-cut lettuce)
and Sweet Palermo (a sweet, pointy
paprika) in Japan and Korea, and snack
products (lettuce, cucumbers and peppers)
in South-East Asia.
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In response to burgeoning business in Asia,
which currently accounts for 5-10 per cent

“We already have demonstration sites in
India and Vietnam where we develop and
showcase our products, but we are

With so much to offer the Asian market,
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As a specialist in protected cultivation
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“We are very excited to add melons, with
improved brix and crunchiness, to our
assortment in Asia,” he explains. “Now we
are seeing our netted type, our honey dew
and our quincy type growing in the region.
“Watermelon is one of our newer melon
lines, and there is a very good market for
watermelon in Asia,” Klok continues. “We
are developing added-value, niche
watermelons with particular traits, such

“Our snacking cucumber is 8-10cm long and
is perfect for lunch boxes and eating on the
move. It tastes great and is really crunchy.
Our small plum tomatoes come in a range
of different colours, and have an intense
flavour. And our snacking lettuce is a great
alternative to a wrap and can be stuffed
with fillings.”
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